
rehava real estate store
zero to hero



Situation: 
Introduce a new type of real estate company 
in the worst real estate market in decades. 

Solution: 
Launch simultaneous outdoor campaigns. 
One explaining the value rehava delivers. 
The other taking on a potential roadblock.  



The Benefit: 
Buy a home. Get 50% of rehava’s commission. 

The Potential Roadblock: 
Many are hesitant to leave their current agent.  



Campaign 1:
“Mystery Dollar Bill”



December 29, 2008 “Mystery Dollar” Billboard appears.



January 9, 2009 “Mystery Dollar” featured in local media.
Outdoor company is bombarded with phone calls. 



January 12, 2009 “Mystery Dollar” torn in half.



People took their best guess 
at what the billboards were promoting:

“...the dollar billboards are for McDonald’s Dollar Menu.”

“...some sort of half off sale”

“…perhaps some 50 cent menu?”

“A bank that’s cutting interest fees in half.”

“I think it’s for a strip club. Half off lapdances or something.”



January 21, 2009 the mystery was solved.



New visits to Rehava.com 
were up 58% within days of the unveiling. 



January 24, 2009 The Digitel does a nice wrap up story.  



Campaign 2:
“Breakup With Your Agent”

When the dollar billboards where posted, 
a second rehava outdoor campaign was launched. 

BreakUpWithYourAgent.com 
struck a nerve in the real estate community. 



December 29, 2009 “Breakup” boards began appearing.









The billboards directed people to visit
BreakupWithYourAgent.com





Visits to BreakUpWithYourAgent.com 
were up 92% in the first week of January. 



A Grievance is Filed.

Several real estate agents felt rehava’s campaign 
violated the National Association of Realtors code of 
ethics, saying a Realtor shall not attempt to interfere 

with another Realtor’s clients. 



February 16, 2009 the grievance is made public.



Realtors Spoke Out:

“Why would anyone want to use this company...”

“Who approved this type real estate business...?” 

“Who is changing the rules in the middle of the game?



Consumers Spoke Out:

“Let's see - why can't one real estate agent go after existing clients 
of another one? Why this muzzle - this just protects the agents and keeps 

the commissions artificially high...”

“With the market the way it is, Rehava gives people a way to list their homes 
for less. 3% of a $300K home is $9k. A listing with Rehava is $3k.”

 
“It just doesn't make sense to go the 'traditional' way. I don't think 

ANY agent works hard enough to justify that much in commissions.”

“It is good that real estate companies are trying to save consumers' money.”



Recognition In The Creative Community. 









While the Rehava Outdoor Campaigns were running, 
Re/Max added fuel to the fire. 

In November 2008 Re/Max filed a complaint with the U.S. Trademark office, 
stating that Rehava’s logo was too similar to Re/Max.

March 7, 2009 an article on Charleston.net breaks the story. 





The article on Charleston.net was shared on Reddit, 
Fark, Twitter and a few local blogs. 

There article asked readers if they thought 
the two logos looked alike. The answer was pretty clear:

Yes   1%   221 votes
No  98%  15763 votes



The Public was outraged by Re/Max. 

Readers, bloggers and folks on twitter voiced their opinions. 



New visits to Rehava.com 
were up 74% within days of the Re/Max suit 

hitting the news. 













Social Media scores another victory. 

Five days after the Re/Max suit hit the news, public backlash 
forced the 3rd largest real estate firm in the U.S. 

to drop its claim against Rehava. 






